"Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?": And Other Conversations About Race.

**ISBN-10:** 9780465083619  **ISBN-13:** 9780465083619  **Author:** Tatum, Beverly Daniel

**Qty in Storage:** 23  **Total Qty:** 23  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3  **Softcover; Pgs. 294; $16.99**

1984.

**ISBN-10:** 9780451524935  **ISBN-13:** 9780451524935  **Author:** Orwell, George

**Qty in Storage:** 41  **Total Qty:** 41  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:1  **Paperback; Pgs. 328; $9.99**

40 Model Essays: A Portable Anthology.

**ISBN-10:** 031243829X  **ISBN-13:** 9780312438296  **Author:** Aaron, Jane

**Qty in Storage:** 13  **Total Qty:** 13  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:4  **Softcover; Pgs. 383**

501 Spanish Verbs. (7th ed.)

**ISBN-10:** 0764197975  **ISBN-13:** 9780764197970  **Author:** Kendris, Christopher

**Qty in Storage:** 25  **Total Qty:** 25  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:6  **Softcover; Pgs. 728; $16.99**

We previously had this title and there may be additional copies floating around


**ISBN-10:** 0618446591  **ISBN-13:** 9780618446599  **Author:** Gobodo-Madikizela, Pumla

**Qty in Storage:** 31  **Total Qty:** 31  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3  **Softcover; Pgs. 193; $13.95**

A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier.

**ISBN-10:** 9780374531263  **ISBN-13:** 9780374531263  **Author:** Beah, Ishmael

**Qty in Storage:** 25  **Total Qty:** 25  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2  **Softcover; Pgs. 229; $13.00**

A Midsummer Night's Dream.

**ISBN-10:** 9780521532471  **ISBN-13:** 9780521532471  **Author:** Shakespeare, William

**Qty in Storage:** 25  **Total Qty:** 25  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:7  **Softcover; Pgs. 156**

A Short Guide to College Writing. (5th ed.)

**ISBN-10:** 0205238613  **ISBN-13:** 9780205238613  **Author:** Barnet, Sylvan

**Qty in Storage:** 45  **Total Qty:** 45  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:1  **Softcover; Pgs. 342**

A Short Guide To Writing About Literature. (12th ed.)

**ISBN-10:** 0205118452  **ISBN-13:** 9780205118458  **Author:** Barnet, Sylvan

**Qty in Storage:** 42  **Total Qty:** 42  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:1  **Softcover; Pgs. 384**

A Small Place.

**ISBN-10:** 9780374527075  **ISBN-13:** 9780374527075  **Author:** Kincaid, Jamaica

**Qty in Storage:** 42  **Total Qty:** 42  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:1  **Softcover; Pgs. 81; $13.00**
Title

A votre tour!: Intermediate French. (2nd ed.)


Qty in Storage: 8    Total Qty: 8  Softcover; Pgs. 420
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:2

There is also an instructor's manual & CD to accompany this set.

Accounting: Information for Decisions. (3rd ed.)


Qty in Storage: 25    Total Qty: 25  Hardcover
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:8


Qty in Storage: 7    Total Qty: 7  Hardcover
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:7

Alone in the Trenches: My life as a gay man in the NFL.


Qty in Storage: 27    Total Qty: 27  Softcover; Pgs. 281; $17.99
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:3


Qty in Storage: 25    Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 224; $15.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2

Animal Behavior. (5th ed.)


Qty in Storage: 26    Total Qty: 26  Hardcover
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:5

Animal Farm.


Qty in Storage: 41    Total Qty: 41  Paperback; Pgs. 141; $9.99
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:2

Arsenal of Democracy: The Politics of National Security-From World War II to the War on Terrorism.


Qty in Storage: 27    Total Qty: 27  Softcover; Pgs. 583; $24.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:5

Atando Cabos Curso: Intermedio de espanol--Workbook.


Qty in Storage: 1    Total Qty: 1
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:5

Atando Cabos Curso: Intermedio de espanol.


Qty in Storage: 2    Total Qty: 2
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:5
Title

Basic College Mathematics with Early Integers. (2nd ed.)
Qty in Storage: 20 Total Qty: 20 Softcover; Pgs. 744
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:2

Basics of Biblical Greek.
Qty in Storage: 1 Total Qty: 1 Hardcover
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:7

Bebop to the Boolean Boogie: An Unconventional Guide to Electronics. (3rd ed.)
Qty in Storage: 23 Total Qty: 23 Softcover; Pgs. 540
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:4

Buddha in Redface. (3rd ed.)
Qty in Storage: 25 Total Qty: 25 Softcover; Pgs. 222; $16.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:4

Business Law and the Legal Environment. (6th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 26 Total Qty: 27 Hardcover; Pgs. 1167
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:3
10/6/14 - Francis Sepulveda’s book was water damaged per incident report

College Algebra and Trigonometry. (7th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 27 Total Qty: 27 Hardcover; Pgs. 906
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:1
26 Student Editions &amp; 1 Instructor's Edition

Conceptual Physics. (11th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 4 Total Qty: 4 Hardcover; Pgs. 737
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:6

Concise French-English, English-French Dictionary. (Revised ed.)
Qty in Storage: 27 Total Qty: 27 Hardcover; Pgs. 1440; $22.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:3

Contemporary World History. (6th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 27 Total Qty: 27 Softcover; Pgs. 363
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:6

Crime and Punishment in American History.
Qty in Storage: 10 Total Qty: 10 Softcover; Pgs. 577
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3
2/20/14 - received 3 additional copies from MCI Framingham

Thursday, April 02, 2015
Title

Crime and Punishmentnet.

Qty in Storage: 15  Total Qty: 15  Paperback; Pgs. 534; $7.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:7
There is an addition odd copy for audit use


Qty in Storage: 18  Total Qty: 18  Softcover; Pgs. 586
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:4

Cruel and Unusual: The Culture of Punishment in America.

Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Softcover; Pgs. 318
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:1

Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison.

Qty in Storage: 14  Total Qty: 14  Softcover; Pgs. 333; $16.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:2


Qty in Storage: 24  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 830
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:5

Economics. (3rd ed.)

Qty in Storage: 12  Total Qty: 12  Hardcover; Pgs. 984
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:3

En el tiem de las Mariposas.

Qty in Storage: 5  Total Qty: 5  Softcover; Pgs. 424; $16.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:4


Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 27  Softcover; Pgs. 175
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:2


Qty in Storage: 41  Total Qty: 41  Softcover; Pgs. 200; $11.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:1

Ethnic Americans: A History of Immigration. (5th ed.)

Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Softcover; Pgs. 236
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:2
Title


Qty in Storage: 27  Total Qty: 27  Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:4
Softcover; Pgs. 378

Five Years of My Life: An Innocent Man in Guantanamo.

Qty in Storage: 23  Total Qty: 23  Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3
Softcover; Pgs. 255; $14.95

Forty Million Dollar Slaves: The Rise, Fall, and Redemption of the Black Athlete.

Qty in Storage: 27  Total Qty: 27  Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:3
Softcover; Pgs. 286; $14.99

Foundations of Astronomy. (9th ed.)

Qty in Storage: 24  Total Qty: 24  Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:4
Hardcover

Gender Outlaw: On men, women, and the rest of us.

Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:1
Softcover; Pgs. 253; $16.00

We previously had this title and there may be additional copies floating around

Hamlet: Prince of Denmark. (NCS ed.)

Qty in Storage: 23  Total Qty: 23  Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:8
Softcover; Pgs. 258

Heart of Darkness.

Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:3
Softcover; Pgs. 146; $13.00

HisPanic: Why Americans Fear Hispanics in the U.S.

Qty in Storage: 1  Total Qty: 1  Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:5
Softcover; Pgs. 263; $15.00

HisPanic: Why Americans Fear Hispanics in the U.S.

Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:5
Hardcover; Pgs. 262; $24.95

Human Behavior in the Social Environment: A Multidimensional Perspective. (2nd ed.)

Qty in Storage: 24  Total Qty: 24  Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:1
Hardcover; Pgs. 638
Title

In Defense of Flogging.

Qty in Storage: 10 Total Qty: 10 Softcover; Pgs. 183; $13.99
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:2
2/20/14 - received 2 additional (hardcover) copies from MCI Framingham

In Defense of Food: An Eater's Manifesto.

Qty in Storage: 32 Total Qty: 32 Softcover; Pgs. 244; $16.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:5

In the Name of God and Country: Reconsidering Terrorism in American History.

Qty in Storage: 26 Total Qty: 26 Softcover; Pgs. 272
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:1

King Richard III.

Qty in Storage: 25 Total Qty: 25 Softcover; Pgs. 236
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:7

Latin: Grammar.

Qty in Storage: 4 Total Qty: 4 Softcover; Pgs. 261
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:7


Qty in Storage: 24 Total Qty: 24 Hardcover; Pgs. 487; $50.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:4
1/29/14 -- Received an additional 13 copies from MCI Framingham

Listen. (4th ed.)

Qty in Storage: 18 Total Qty: 18 Softcover; Pgs. 445
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:5

Macbeth.

Qty in Storage: 23 Total Qty: 23 Softcover; Pgs. 258
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:8

Major Problems in American Immigration History: Documents and Essays. (2nd ed.)

Qty in Storage: 26 Total Qty: 26 Softcover; Pgs. 620
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:2

Mathematics with Application: in the Management, Natural, and Social Sciences. (11th ed.)

Qty in Storage: 25 Total Qty: 25 Hardcover; Pgs. 872
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:4
Books are being used by the Math Club
Modern American Memoirs.

Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 449; $16.99
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2

Much Ado About Nothing.

Qty in Storage: 23  Total Qty: 23  Softcover; Pgs. 174
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:7
5 copies are of the 9th printing

Native Son.

Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 503; $16.99
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:1

None of Us Were Like This Before.

Qty in Storage: 18  Total Qty: 18  Hardcover; Pgs. 237; $29.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:8

Of Mice and Men.

Qty in Storage: 40  Total Qty: 40  Paperback; Pgs. 107; $10.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:2

PFIN. (2nd ed.)

Qty in Storage: 20  Total Qty: 20  Hardcover; Pgs. 375; $69.75
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:6

Physics.

Qty in Storage: 6  Total Qty: 6  Hardcover; Pgs. 1087
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:4

Pocket Oxford American Dictionary & Thesaurus. (3rd ed.)

Qty in Storage: 5  Total Qty: 5  Softcover; $13.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:5
These books are distributed to students to keep.

Punished: Policing the Lives of Black and Latino Boys.

Qty in Storage: 30  Total Qty: 30  Softcover; Pgs. 218
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3

Puntos de Partida: An Invitation to Spanish. (9th ed.)

Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Hardcover; Pgs. 551
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:4
one was mutilated to an unusable state and two were taken to other institutions by students who left MCIN

Thursday, April 02, 2015
Title

Revista: Conversacion sin barreras. (3rd ed.)
Qty in Storage: 17  Total Qty: 17  Softcover; Pgs. 201
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:3

Romeo and Juliet.
Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 266
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:7

Saint Augustine.
Qty in Storage: 18  Total Qty: 18  Hardcover
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:6

Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Hardcover; Pgs. 378
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:8

Somebodies and Nobodies: Overcoming the Abuse of Rank.
Qty in Storage: 24  Total Qty: 24  Softcover; Pgs. 211; $19.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3

Southern Horrors and Other Writings: The Anti-Lynching Campaign of Ida B. Wells, 1892-1900.
Qty in Storage: 10  Total Qty: 10  Hardcover; Pgs. 228
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:2
2/20/14 - received 2 additional copies from MCI Framingham

State Out of the Union: Arizona and the Final Showdown Over the American Dream.
Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Hardcover; Pgs. 277; $25.99
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:3

Qty in Storage: 0  Total Qty: 8  Hardcover
Location:

Qty in Storage: 16  Total Qty: 28  Hardcover; Pgs. 511
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:6
<div>5/14/15 - 12 copies sent to the Library for repair (office)</div>

Statistics: A Tool for Social Research. (7th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 0  Total Qty: 16  Hardcover
Location:


Qty in Storage: 0  Total Qty: 5  Hardcover

Location: 12/17/2013 - 3 copies sent to MCI Framingham in exchange for three 7th editions


Qty in Storage: 27  Total Qty: 27  Softcover; Pgs. 202

Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:3

Teens Who Hurt: Clinical Interventions to Break the Cycle of Adolescent Violence.


Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 280

Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.


Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 327; $8.00

Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3

The Bantam New College French & English Dictionary. (Revised ed.)


Qty in Storage: 27  Total Qty: 27  Paperback; Pgs. 738; $5.99

Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:2

The Bedford Handbook. (9th ed.)


Qty in Storage: 11  Total Qty: 13  Softcover; Pgs. 852

Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:3

These books are distributed to students to keep. There are 4 8th editions that can be checked out to students.

The Bedford Introduction to Literature: Reading-Thinking-Writing. (7th ed.)


Qty in Storage: 5  Total Qty: 5  Hardcover; Pgs. 2189

Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:3

The Blue Bear: A True Story of Friendship and Discovery in the Alaskan Wild.


Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 272; $13.99

Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2

The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao.


Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 340; $16.00

Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:4

The Brothers Karamazov: A Novel in Four Parts with Epilogue.


Qty in Storage: 15  Total Qty: 15  Softcover; Pgs. 796; $18.00

Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:7
Title
The Color of Water: A Black Man's Tribute to His White Mother.
Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 309; $16.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2

The Complete Book of Food Counts: The Book That Counts It All. (9th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 30  Total Qty: 30  Paperback; Pgs. 903; $8.99
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:5

The Corner: A Year in the Life of an Inner-City Neighborhood.
Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Softcover; Pgs. 543; $16.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:5

The Death of Ivan Ilyich & Other Stories.
Qty in Storage: 15  Total Qty: 15  Softcover; Pgs. 500; $16.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:7

The Department of Mad Scientists: How DARPA Is Remaking Our World, From the Internet to Artificial Limbs.
Qty in Storage: 14  Total Qty: 14  Softcover; Pgs. 295; $14.99
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:4

The Executed God: The Way of the Cross in Lockdown America.
Qty in Storage: 10  Total Qty: 10  Softcover; Pgs. 208
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:2
2/20/14 - received 3 additional copies from MCI Framingham

The Glass Castle: A Memoir.
Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 288; $16.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2

The Great Gatsby.
Qty in Storage: 40  Total Qty: 40  Softcover; Pgs. 180; $15.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:1

Qty in Storage: 27  Total Qty: 27  Softcover; Pgs. 199; $15.95
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:3

The Longman Anthology of Drama and Theater: A Global Perspective.
Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Softcover; Pgs. 1808
Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:7
Title

The Meaning of Freedom: And Other Difficult Dialogues.
Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2

The Merchant of Venice.
Qty in Storage: 25  Total Qty: 25  Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:7

The New College Latin & English Dictionary: Revised and Enlarged. (Revised ed.)
Qty in Storage: 18  Total Qty: 18  Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:7
Paperback; Pgs. 664; $5.99

The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness. (Revised ed.)
Qty in Storage: 19  Total Qty: 20  Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:5
Softcover; Pgs. 312; $19.95

The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness.
Qty in Storage: 14  Total Qty: 14  Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:5
Hardcover; Pgs. 290; $27.95

The New World Spanish/English English/Spanish Dictionary. (2nd ed.)
Qty in Storage: 5  Total Qty: 5  Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:3
Paperback; Pgs. 1359; $7.99

There are 12 other misc. dictionaries for students.

The Norton Sampler: Short Essays for Composition. (8th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 44  Total Qty: 44  Location: Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:2
Softcover; Pgs. 697

Four copies are 7th editions

The Norton Shakespeare.
Qty in Storage: 6  Total Qty: 6  Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:8
Hardcover; Pgs. 3420

The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Punishment.
Qty in Storage: 10  Total Qty: 10  Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:2
Softcover; Pgs. 159
2/20/14 - received 3 additional copies from MCI Framingham

Qty in Storage: 26  Total Qty: 26  Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:8
Hardcover

**ISBN-10:** 0201320244  **ISBN-13:** 9780143120339  **Author:** Hochschild, Arlie

**Qty in Storage:** 23  **Total Qty:** 23  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3  
Softcover; Pgs. 321; $16.00

The Sociology of Health, Illness & Health Care. (3rd ed.)

**ISBN-10:** 0201534198  **ISBN-13:** 9780534619381  **Author:** Weitz

**Qty in Storage:** 9  **Total Qty:** 9  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:2, Sh.:6  
Hardcover

The Tempest. (NCS ed.)

**ISBN-10:** 0201320244  **ISBN-13:** 9781107619579  **Author:** Shakespeare, William

**Qty in Storage:** 23  **Total Qty:** 23  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:8  
Softcover; Pgs. 282

The Tragedy of King Lear.

**ISBN-10:** 0201320244  **ISBN-13:** 9780521612630  **Author:** Shakespeare, William

**Qty in Storage:** 22  **Total Qty:** 22  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:8  
Softcover; Pgs. 314

The Winter's Tale.

**ISBN-10:** 0201320244  **ISBN-13:** 9780521293730  **Author:** Shakespeare, William

**Qty in Storage:** 23  **Total Qty:** 23  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:8  
Softcover; Pgs. 279

Understanding Art. (8th ed.)

**ISBN-10:** 0495006920  **ISBN-13:** 9780495006920  **Author:** Fichner-Rathus, Lois

**Qty in Storage:** 23  **Total Qty:** 23  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:6  
Softcover; Pgs. 560

20 books shipped from MCI Framingham, 2 were here and 1 was in the school's Loaner Library

Understanding Nutrition. (13th ed.)

**ISBN-10:** 0133360678  **ISBN-13:** 97813020606789  **Author:** Whitney, Eleanor Noss

**Qty in Storage:** 26  **Total Qty:** 26  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:5  
Hardcover; Pgs. 683


**ISBN-10:** 0201320244  **ISBN-13:** 9780865716889  **Author:** Kivel, Paul

**Qty in Storage:** 23  **Total Qty:** 23  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:1  
Softcover; Pgs. 327; $19.95


**ISBN-10:** 0201320244  **ISBN-13:** 9781558268563  **Author:** Sarkesian, Sam C.

**Qty in Storage:** 27  **Total Qty:** 27  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:4  
Softcover; Pgs. 348

Vis-à-vis: Workbook. (4th ed.)

**ISBN-10:** 0201320244  **ISBN-13:** 9780073289465  **Author:** Meyer

**Qty in Storage:** 5  **Total Qty:** 6  **Location:** Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:2  
Softcover

Professor has the in class use copy and the office copy is for copying.
Title

Vis-à-vis: Workbook/Laboratory Manual. (6th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 5 Total Qty: 5 Softcover; Pgs. 343
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:2

Vis-à-vis: Beginning French. (4th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 21 Total Qty: 23 Hardcover; Pgs. 469
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:1

Welcome to the Terrordome.
Qty in Storage: 27 Total Qty: 27 Softcover; Pgs. 258; $16.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:5, Sh.:2

What is Psychology?: Essentials. (2nd ed.)
Qty in Storage: 20 Total Qty: 20 Hardcover; Pgs. 608
Location: Room 207, Cab.:3, Sh.:2

Wheelock's Latin. (6th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 13 Total Qty: 13 Softcover; Pgs. 508; $20.00
Location: Room 207, Cab.:4, Sh.:7

Where We Stand: Class Matters.
Qty in Storage: 24 Total Qty: 24 Softcover; Pgs. 164
Location: Room 207, Cab.:6, Sh.:3

World Civilizations. (7th ed.)
Qty in Storage: 9 Total Qty: 9 Hardcover; Pgs. 717
Location: Room 207, Cab.:1, Sh.:4